We present Kohn-Sham and hybrid density functional theory calculations on the hydrogen and nitrogen molecules using the Gaussian function exchange energy expression KG derived by Ghosh and Parr. We compare the potential energy surfaces, equilibrium bond lengths, and exchange energies obtained by using KG and related models with those predicted from Hartree-Fock theory and the local density approximation to the exchange. Such functionals do not appear to offer promising alternative starting points to the Dirac uniform electron gas exchange functional.
Introduction
With density functional theory (DFT) our aim is to calculate high-accuracy molecular properties.' If we opt for the KohnSham2 DFT formalism, this amounts to solving the Kohn-Sham equations using the exact expression for the exchangecorrelation potential vxc(r), the exchange-correlation potential vxc(r) being the functional derivative of the exchange-correlation functional EX,[e]:
For a closed shell molecule the Kohn-Sham equations may be written as [ -iv2 + v(r) + J -e(r') dr' + vXc(r)]qi(r) = Eiqi(r) (2) Ir -r' (3) and the total energy E[@] is obtained by using the converged orbitals in the following equation:
In practice we expand the Kohn-Sham orbitals a finite set of nonorthogonal basis functions qp such that in terms of and hence solving the Kohn-Sham equations reduces to solving the following set of secular equations:
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where F$ is the Kohn-Sham matrix and is given by
F K S -(
as -va 1 --v'+v(r)+J-Ir e(r') -r') dr' + vxc(r)lvB) (7)
The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem' tells us that a functional E&] exists; however, it does not give its functional form, nor does it give any information on how to make systematic improvements to any approximate form of Ex, [@] we might have. The conventional way to proceed is to use the uniform electron gas results for the exchange3 and correlation e n e r d as a starting approximation to Ex&], and this constitutes the local density approximation (LDA). In using the LDA we are assuming that the electron distribution in a system is locally homogeneous, and this is clearly not the case for atoms and molecules where the density may be rapidly varying. The local density approximation can be refined by introducing "correction" functionals that depend on both the electron density g(r) and its gradient V@(r);l this is done in an attempt to introduce information concerning the local inhomogeneity of the system, and there are currently a wealth of gradient correction functionals available in the l i t e r a t~r e .~-~ The uniform electron gas result plus gradient correction approach has proved very successful, and there are today many composite forms for Ex,- to the Hartree-Fock exchange energies of the six noble gas atoms. This form for the exchange when coupled with a suitable form for the correlation energy Ec [e] , such as the LYP ~o r r e l a t i o n~*~ functional, gives significantly better molecular properties than the LDA; this is particularly the case for thermochemical proper tie^.^,^^-^^,^^-^* Using this form for the exchange functional does however lead to bond lengths that are slightly too long and atomization energies that are too large for most m01ecules;~~J~ this form of the exchange functional is clearly not perfect, and hence there is room for improvement. We" recently attempted to improve the performance of B-LYP with some degree of success by making a subtle modification to the form of the B-LYP functional; however, the modified functional was still in the vein of a local density approximation plus gradient-corrected functional approach. This may not be the best way to proceed, and perhaps we should be examining alternative approaches for obtaining the exchange contribution One such approach is the Gaussian function model for the exchange energy first derived by Ghosh and Parr in 198619 and later developed by Lee and Parr.2o This approach to obtaining the exchange energy is attractive because it does not make any reference to the uniform electron gas model and does not assume that the electron density is locally homogeneous. Further, the expression one arrives at for the exchange energy depends not only on the electron density e(r) but also on higher derivatives.
Several workers have made contributions to this
The approach emanates from the work of Ghosh, Berkowitz, and Parr,,, who proposed a phase space distribution functionAr,p) describing a system of N electrons. Ghosh and Parr19 then used this form of Ar,p) to derive an approximate expression for the exchange energy KG: to where P(r) = l/kT(r), and T(r) is a local temperature defined below. They calculated the exchange energies of the six noble gas atoms using KO, and later Lee and Parrzo performed a further series of calculations on the noble gas atoms where they used several variants of KG. It was concluded that the Gaussian model for the exchange energy was superior to the local density approximation at modeling the Hartree-Fock exchange energy in atoms. 20 To the best of our knowledge this general approach to the exchange energy has not been applied to molecules before, and the aim of the present work is to compare its performance with the Hartree-Fock exchange. In this work we have performed a series of calculations using the Gaussian model exchange functional K G~~*~~ and the related Bessel model exchange functional KT~O on the hydrogen and nitrogen molecules; the resulting potential energy surfaces, equilibrium bond lengths, and exchange energies were compared with those obtained using Hartree-Fock theory. We have also performed further calculations on hydrogen and nitrogen using variants of KG and KT which were derived using simple scaling arguments.
Theory
We shall first summarize the derivation of the Gaussian and Bessel models for the exchange energy functional given by Lee By writing the first-order reduced density matrix in terms of the Hartree-Fock orbitals,
NI2
e1(rl,r2) = C 2 q i ( r , ) vi(r2) ( 
13)
i the following expression for the exchange energy is obtained:
I12
It should be noted that the numerator of eq 14 when integrated yields the total number of electrons N in the system such that
Nl2
Center of mass r and relative coordinates s are introduced such that rl = r + sl2 r2 = r -sl2 (16) (17) and the molecular orbitals ?,hi@,) and ?,hi@,) are then expanded in s about r through second order. Some algebra leads to the following expression for the exchange energy: where and where t(r,e(r)) is given byz3
This expression for the exchange energy is correct through order s2. The related expression for the number of electrons is
To proceed further, the integration over s must be made finite, and to do this, a local approximation is introduced. In this work we shall consider the two approximations, first introduced by In this work we solve the Kohn-Sham equations, and therefore we require the contribution of KG to the Kohn-Sham matrix F$. We obtain this contribution, which we denote as l$, by finding the exchange contribution to the condition that the energy is stationary with respect to the Kohn-Sham canonical orbital coefficients cpi, subject to the constraint that the orbitals remained normalized. The contribution of KG to the total Kohn-Sham matrix F$ may then be written as
where A , B, C , and D are defined as Note that there is a minus sign at the front of eq 25; this is because we have adopted the usual definition Ex = -K. It can further be shown, by performing an integration by parts, that expression 25 for p M can be written in its more usual form as where v:(r) is the Kohn-Sham exchange potential corresponding to an exchange energy of -KG.
(B) An altemative to the Gaussian function approximation to 1 -(s2/P(r)) has been suggested by Lee and This is the spherical Bessel function approximation, The number of electrons NT is then given by the following formula:
The contribution of KT to the Kohn-Sham matrix F$ may be determined as in (A) above. It may then be written as 
We have also studied this scaled functional in a self-consistent manner. The contribution of ?Galed to the Kohn-Sham matrix F$ is 
Details of Calculations
All the calculations reported in this work were performed using the CADPAC computational chemistry code,z which uses regular Gaussian basis sets and has recently been extended to include a Kohn-Sham DFT capability. The version of CAD-PAC used for this work evaluates all the one-electron and Coulombic integrals analytically. The DFT-related integrals are evaluated by quadrature, full details of which are given elsewhere.26 All the new integrals that arise in this paper may be evaluated using the same one-electron three-dimensional quadrature scheme, and they are programmed exactly as written in eqs 23-54. In the course of our calculations we noticed that the quantity t(r, e(r)) became negative in some instances when using the scaled functionals eded and In no cases, however, did we observe a divergence in the energy. We have optimized bond lengths and calculated potential energy surfaces for the hydrogen and nitrogen molecules using a variety of forms for the exchange energy. For HZ we used Dunning DZ basisz7 augmented with a p-type basis function with exponent 0.8; the standard p-function exponent for the H2 DZP basis is 1.0; however, we were unable to converge the KohnSham equations with the new functionals using the standard basis set. For N2 a standard DZP basis27 was used. Besides presenting calculations of the self-consistent Kohn-Sham form, we also present "hybrid" DFT calculations.
In a "hybrid" calculation, the Hartree-Fock (SCF) density is used to calculate the total energy such that where E 7 is the Hartree-Fock exchange energy and em is the corresponding DFT expression for the exchange energy. We Hybrid have also adopted the following convention throughout this work,
and as a result KG and KT are positive and all exchange energies presented in this paper are positive numbers.
Results of the Calculations
4.1. The Hydrogen Molecule. Table 1 reports calculations for optimized equilibrium bond lengths, total energies, and exchange energies for the H2 molecule using all of the methods described in sections 2 and 3. Figures 1-3 Because the theory of this paper uses approximations to the Hartree-Fock exchange energy, we shall be comparing our results to the corresponding Hartree-Fock results. Thus, a rdA Figures 1 and 2 shows that the Kohn-Sham KT is inferior to the Kohn-Sham LDA curve, whereas the KohnSham KG curve is an improvement in the vicinity of the equilibrium bond length. Figure 3 shows that the Kohn-Sham scaled KG and KT curves are an improvement over the unscaled KG and KT curves. These conclusions are further demonstrated in Table 1 Table 2 reports calculations for equilibrium bond lengths, total energies, and exchange energies for the N2 molecule using some of the methods described in sections 2 and 3. Figures 4-6 show the potential energy curves for 0 5 R 5 2 A, and all the figures presented are plotted on absolute energy scales.
As far as H2 is concerned, KG, ed, and 
which is consistent with our earlier findings for H2.
The effective number of electrons in the exchange for all these methods is less than 14 (No = 12.543 22/12.458 07 and NT = 10.185 01/10.096 91, such that NT < NG < N, these findings are consistent with our earlier results for HZ and with those of Lee and Parr for atoms. 20 Note the absence of results for the scaled functionals $Galed and for both Kohn-Sham and "hybrid" methods in Table 2 . We were unable to converge the Kohn-Sham equations for these functionals with either the DZP or TZ2P basis sets. Figure 6 shows the "hybrid" DFT potential energy curves for pialed and Galed with a DZP basis; we note that both these functionals have no observable minima. Because, for a given basis set, we find that there is very good agreement between the Kohn-Sham and "hybrid" results, we conclude that the Kohn-Sham potential energy curves for nitrogen with eded and are likely to display behavior similar to that in Figure 6 . We therefore cannot recommend the further use of the scaled functionals 2iald and Galed. e3@> to the exact exchange energies of the six noble gas atoms He to Rn. We therefore suggest two new exchange functionals:
and E:.
CJPTC where PG and PT are two parameters to be obtained by fitting eqs 71 and 72 to the exchange energies of the noble gas atoms. We determined the values of and PT to be 0.0015 and 0.009, respectively; the results of the fits are presented in Table 3 .
The functional e appears to be more dependent on the atomic number than E:, with E: giving a significantly better fit. We note that the original e exchange functional gives by far the best fit to the Hartree-Fock exchange energies. In Figures 7  and 8 we compare the potential energy curves calculated using E F , e, e, and E: for the H2 and N2 molecules, respectively.
We observe from Figure 7 that neither e or ET is as good a predictor as E: of the Hartree-Fock exchange for the H2 molecule in the vicinity of the equilibrium geometry. The corresponding potential energy curves for the NZ molecule are given in Figure 8 . Again we find that, in the region of the equilibrium geometry, E: gives a better reproduction of the Hartree-Fock exchange than either e or E:. the exchange-correlation functional Exc, and we denote this as KTB-LYP. We optimized the bond lengths using the B-LYP and KTB-LYP forms for the exchange-correlation functional.
The results for the set of molecules mentioned above, with both DZP and TZ2P basis sets, are presented in Table 4 . With the exception of Hz and HF, we find that all the bond lengths calculated with KTB-LYP are consistently too short; this is in contrast to B-LYP, where the bond lengths are too large. Increasing the basis set size from DZP to TZ2P does not appear to improve matters.
Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated two alternative exchange functionals, originally suggested by Lee and Parr, namely, KG and KT. They are derived through a quadratic expansion of r1
and rz in Irl -rzl about the center of mass (1/2)(rl + rz). In particular, KG is a functional which is not related to the uniform electron gas approximation, although KT, being derived through Bessel functions, does have some relation. We selected HZ and N2 for detailed investigations and performed calculations on Fz, CO, and HF as well.
Our results show that KG and KT, and other variants of them which we also investigated, do not offer promising alternative starting points to the Dirac uniform electron gas exchange functional. In particular, by comparing Hartree-Fock bond lengths, predictions using KG and KT are, with the exception of H2 and HF, much shorter. We were unable to "fix up" KG and KT satisfactorily using a Becke type gradient correction functional, and so the exchange energies of the noble gas atoms were not well reproduced. Indeed, it is surprising how well the Dirac LDA exchange term can be "fixed up" by Becke's 1988 gradient correction. Thus, energies obtained using the functionals KG and KT are in some error. The use of the LDA as a starting point for the derivation of good density functionals may be difficult to improve upon.
Note Added in Proof:
A late referee's report made some important observations:
(1) When relative and center-of-mass coordinates are used, there is no local hole normalization constraint, as there is if one uses the relative coordinate and 11. A local normalization constraint is obviously quite restrictive and is therefore of great value. Becke and Roussel (Phys. Rev. 1989, A39, 3761) have introduced an exchange functional which does obey the local hole normalization constraint. Global rescaling is not an acceptable fix because it will give spurious dissociation limits in heteronuclear molecules.
(2) For the Gaussian and Bessel models to make sense, t(r,@) must be positive, because the models are not flexible enough to accommodate curvatures of either sign. The authors have found points at which @,e) is negative. This highlights a serious flaw in the model.
The referee considers that these shortcomings, the effects of which are demonstrated in the paper, are serious criticisms of the models. He therefore supported the conclusions of the paper.
